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Abstract
The Operational Space Formulation provides a framework
f o r the analysis and control of manipulator systems with respect to the behavior of their end-effectors. Its application to
aircraft canopy polishing is shown using a mobile manipulator.
The mobile manipulator end-effector maintains a desired force
normal to the canopy surface of unknown geometry in doing a
compliant polishing motion, while, at the same time, its mobile base moves around the shop floor, effectivelyincreasing the
mobile manipulator's workspace. The mobile manipulator consists of a PUMA 5GO mounted on top of a Nomad XR4OOO.
Implementation issues are discussed and simultaneous motion
and force regulation results are shown.
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motion control represents lower level intelligence, so human o p
erator need not bother with commanding the motion of the polishing tool to follow the surface, which is automatically done.
This paper shows the robustness of the operational space formulation to achieve compliant motion during force and motion
control tasks in spite of robot base disturbances and unknown
contact geometries between the robot and environment.

Introduction

Dynamic interaction between a manipulator and its environment is one of the most important goals of robotic systems.
To be able to do this, the concept of simultaneous force andmotion control must, be well evaluated and implement.ed.
Manipulator force a.nd motion control as the manipulator
interacts with its environment can be categorized into two families [25]. The first is when force is controlled along the directions constralned by the environment vhile motion is controlled
,
along the direction of free motion ([20;, [lS], [22), 1141,[ l i )and
[MI). The second is when manipulator position is controlled
and it.s relationship wit.h the .environment interaction force are
simultaneously specified ( [ 8 ] , 1111, [23], and [21]).
In this paper, we apply t.he operational space formulatdon
(141 t.0 control of mobile manipulator polishing an aircraft
canopy of unknown geometry (Figure 1). The mobile manipulator consists of the six-axis articulated arm (PUMA 560)
mounted on an omni-directional mobile base capable of holonomic motion (Nomad SR.3000).The operational space formulation analyzes the robot dynamics as seen from the operational
space ( i t . , end-effect,or or tool frame) and realizes force and
motion control a t this frame according t,o the desired dynamic
behavior. In our polishing applicat.ion, the robot maint,ains a
cont,act force normal to the canopy surface while the polishing
tool is moving t.angentially to cover t,he polishing a.rea. The
canopy is of unknown geometry and the robot is mount,ed on
a mobile base whose mot.ion is controlled by a human operat.or and is unknown to the robot. The operat.or controlling the
joy stick provides higher level intelligence t o move the mobile
manipulator to cover the entire canopy, while our compliant
'This work is sponsored by Gintic Institute of hfanufacturing
Technology.
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Figure 1: Mobile manipulator polishing an aircraft canopy

The dynamics of the PUMA 560 robot is modelled and the
model parameteis are identified. The PUMA is tasked t o polish by moving its end-effector back and forth on the aircraft
canopy surface with simultaneous force and moment control.
The Nomad is then moved via joystick, effectively moving the
PUMA base as the PUMA polishes the aircraft canopy. The
Nomad motion is taken as disturbance t o the PUMA polishing
task. Robust force control maintains the contact of the PUhlA
end-effector with the canopy surface and maintains the desired
force t o 10 N f 4 N as the Nomad moves around the canopy.
The motion contiol on Z and y' position and yaw rotation of
the PUhlA, and force contiol on the rest of the axes. allorvs
it to assume different 1 obot configuiations while maintaining
desiied force and moments at the end-effector as the base is
moved. Implementation issues and iesults ale discussed.

2 Operational Space Force and Motion Control
in an Unknown Environment
The end-effector equations of motion in operational space x
(i.e., end-effector or tool frame coordinates) can be written in
the form [12, 141:

A(x)X

+ p ( x , x) + p(x) = F

(1)

where A(x) is the inertia matrix, p(x,x) is the centrifugal and
Coriolis forces, p(x) is the gravity vector, and F is the o p
erational force exerted on the end-effector. Motion and force
control is achieved by specifying the required force, F:
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and xd are the desired operational space acceleration,
velocity, and displacement, respectively. f is the actual force
exerted by the manipulator on the environment and is related
t o the force sensor reading, FSenSOr,
by f = -Fsensor; and k are
the corresponding gains. S-2 and fi are selection matrices that
define the directions of motion and force control respectively
[14]. The generalized joint forces r to produce the operational
force F in Eq. (2) are:

xd, kd,

r

=

JT(dF,-

(5)

which form the basis of the actual control of manipulators in
operational space.
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Figure 2: The choice of operat,ional point for simultaneous force
and motion control.

Canopy Polishing Application

The choice of operational space frame is crucial in the implementation of this work. The chosen operationa1 space for
motion control, is at the force sensor frame, which is at an offset distance from the wrist frame (Fig. 2) . This frame, with
its origin at the motion operational space point, e)moteon, is
specified as So (OTnotzon,
z,, ye, re). While the operational
space frame for force control is at the tip of the tool that is
attached to the force sensor. This frame, with its origin at
the force operational space point, Oforce,
is specified as So
( O f o r c e , x e , Ye, ze).

It would have been simpler t o assign the operational space
points for motion and force at the same point in the endeffector. There are several reasons why the operational space
points were separated. The force operational space point must
be placed at the tip of the polishing tool to have better force
and moment control at the surface of the aircraft canopy. If the
motion operational space point was also placed at the tip of the
polishing tool together with the force operational space point.
the motion control response would not be robust because of
the considerable degree of flexibility of the polishing tool, compared to the highly rigid links of the PUMA arm. The robot
control is based on the dvnamics of iigid bodies. This degree
of flexibility of the polishing tool creates higher penalty on the
motion control.
401

Force is controlled in the direction of the 2, axis, which is
along the line of contact between the manipulator end-effector
and the aircraft canopy, releasing (not controlling) the position
along this direction. This released axis moves together with the
end-effector as it moves about the canopy surface. thus, maintaining axis of force control t o be along 2, axis that is normal
to the aircraft canopy surface. A desired force is specified along
this axis which is the desired force that the manipulator applies
to the aircraft canopy.
Moment is controlled about the Ze and ge axes. This plane
is perpendicular to the axis of force control and is parallel t o
a tangent plane that contains the contact point on the aircraft
canopy. By specifying the desired moments about these two
axes to be zero, the tool can comply t o the surface of the aircraft canopy as it moves about it. Control actions t o achieve
the desired moments t o be zero will naturally move the polishing tool tangent to the surface.
Motion is controlled along the remaining axes which are not
controlled in force or moment: position control along Ze and y',
axes and orientation control about the Ze. Fig. 3 shows superimposed snapshots of the polishing with compliant motion during our real-time implementation. The geometry of the surface
is unknown. The moments about Z,and ge axes are controlled
to be zero, thus allowing the polishing to automatically orient
itself to be tangent t o the surface while maintaining a desired
normal force to the surface.
Given this choice of operational frames and axes t o control motion and force, proper transformations need t o be done
before combining the forces of motion and force as in Eq. 2.
Forces and moments at the force operational space point,
which includes desired and actual forces/moments and forces
of force control, are expressed with respect to the force o p
erational space frame So ( O f o r c e , Z e , ye, Z e ) . These are
then converted to forces/moments at the force operational
space frame expressed with respect to the base frame. And
lastly, these force/moments need to be converted as equivalent forces/moments a t the origin of the wrist frame expressed
with respect to the base frame. The reason for this is for
consistency in multiplying these force operational space point
forces/moinents with the operational space lambda matrix,
A ( x ) , and the manipulator Jacobian matrix, J(q). The operational space lambda matrix. A(x), is derived as the equivalent

‘h(z): is the operational space matrix expressed in link four

Figure 3: The figure shows a sequence of overlaid snapshots of
the mobile manipulator end-effector during a compliant motion
polishing task.

operational space manipulator inertia matrix at the wrist frame
expressed with respect to the base frame, while the manipulator Jacobian matrix is derived from the operational space
velocities at the wrist frame expressed with respect to the base
frame.
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Robot Arm Singularity Handling

Singularities, if not properly addressed, limit a manipulator’s achievable configurations needed t o do a desired task.
In actual implementation, a region around each singularity
is defined. At this region, modified algorithms (such as
[18, 1, 7, 6, 151) have to be designed and implemented to compensate for the lost degree(s) of freedom.
Outside the singular region, usual control resumes and in
our work we use the operational space control as described
in Section 2. Smoothness in the transition in and out of the
singular region is important. At a singular configuration, the
operational space inertia. matrix, A(.), does not exist beca.use
the manipulator Jacobian mat.rix, J(q), that is used to solve for
the operat.iona1spa.ce inertia matrix, A(z) has its rank reduced.
We employ a method motivated by Chang, and Oetoino [5, 191
t,o achieve singularity robust opera.tiona1 space control in t.he
singular region. The singularity handling is done by first expressing the manipulator Jacobian mat.rix with reduced rank,
J(q), to a reference frame where one or more axes represent t,he
lost. degree of freedom. The Jacobian is truncated by removing
t.he row(s) corresponding t o the lost degree(s) of freedom. The
t.runcated Ja.cobian J(q)*,would have its number of rows equal
to its rank. The reduced operational space inertia matrix expressed as A(z)* would have the same size as t,he ra.nk of the
truncated Jacobian matrix, J(q)’. The truncated control law
vect.or, F**,is expressed in the same frame as the truncated
Jacobian matrix: J(q)*, and has zero control along the axis of
singularity.
For a PUMA 560 robot, t.here are t,hree singularity configurations: head, elbow, and wrist singularit.ies. We apply the
method of 1191 in a region around the wrist singularity of the
PUMA 560 robot. We express the manipulator Jacobian, J(q)
in link four frame, S‘ (4, zj: y‘, zj), where the fourth row
represents the lost, degree-of-freedom (i.e., rot.at,ion about the
x-axis of Frame 4). The t.orque to be sent to the manipulat.or
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frame with its size reduced by 1. *Je(q)*is derived from the
manipulator Jacobian matrix expressed in the link four frame.
4Je(q)rwith the fourth row truncated. It was observed that
the manipulator motion was riot smooth during the transition
between the singular and non-singular regions, and trajectory
modifications were done to alleviate this problem [19].
This singularity handling needs some joint space damping
control as the manipulator enters and leaves the singularity
region. Truncating the G x 6 4J,(q) results in a 5 x G Jacobian ‘J,(q)* and 4F~z,,tlon
has one less element representing
the component which cannot be controlled because of the lost
degree of freedom. Thus, given this condition, the manipulator
would undergo from a wzth-control-state t o a no-control-state
as it enters the region of singularity and then undergo from a
no-control-state to a with-control-state as it leaves the region
of singularity [4].This non-smooth transition in the manipulator control would make the robot jerk as it enters and leaves
the singularity region. Even with damping, this jerking is still
considerably present, and it creates greater penalty in its motion control especially during simultaneous force and motion
control.
To avoid such a non-smooth transition, we employ a
slightly different strat,egy where the manipulator is made to
undergo from wzth-dynamzcs-control-stateto non-dynamzcscontrol state as it enters the singularity region and from
non-dynamzcs-control-stateto wzth-dynamics-control-state
as it
leaves the singularity region. This control strategy creates
lower penalty in the force and motion control within the singularity region.
The singularity handling strategy used here plays around
with the operational space lambda matrix, A(z), and the rest of
the dynamics control terms would remain the same. Note that
at this point, the proposed control strategy does not onIy eliminate the need for damping in joint space around the region of
singularity. but also helps in easier singularity implementation
by doing matrix manipulation of A(z) only around the region
of singularity. We apply this to the wrist singularity. Instead
of truncating ‘ J J , ( q )which results in a reduced 5 x 5 4Ae’(2),
the fourth row and fourth column of ‘AC’(z) are padded with
zeros except for element ‘A;4 which is set t o unity. This results
in

where A,: represents the element of the inverse of the operat,ional space lambda matrix. A(z)-’. Now. the inverse of t,his
matrix does exist. The operational space lambda matrix. A(z),

second stage using full motion control but instead of applying
Eq. 3, Fkotnon
is changed to

exists, and would turn out to be,

FLotzon

where A,, represents the element of the of the operational space
lambda matrix, A(%). If the element 4 X 4 d of the above expression is set to zero, this approach would effectively be equivalent
to truncating the fourth row and fourth column of the matrix
as done in [19]. The only difference is the size of the matrix.
The above expressions have several implications. By truncating the operational space lambda matrix, A(z), to a size
equal to its rank, or using an equivalent approach of padding
the fourth row and fouith column with zeros and retaining
operational space lambda matrix’s, A(x)’s, original size, the
fourth element of the motion control law, 4F&otzon[4]
is forced
t o a zero value within the bounds of singularity. This is done
in the previous approach to singularity handling and this effectively creates zero control along the axis of singularity within
the bounds of singularity. The significance of setting “A;, = 1
is to get value of the operational space lambda matrix, A(%),
without changing the size of ‘AZ’(2) and getting its inverse.
By setting 4A& = 1, the operational space lambda matrix,
A(.), already exists. The unity value of ‘A;, does not affect
the value of the rest of the elements in the matrix. However, it
does eliminate the dynamics contribution along the degenerate
direction. It should be noted, that as opposed to the previous approach, the fourth element of the motion control law,
4F~zot,,,[4],
still applies and is not set to zeio. Having ‘AX;, =
1 is basically a non-dynamzcs control state with the absence of
the dynamics values of dominant inertia and coupling inertias
in the fourth row and fourth column of the A(z) matrix.
The final operational space lambda matrix is then transformed back to the base frame before applying the operational
space force in Eq. 2. The implementation results are shown in
Section 7.
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(10)

This control law would dissipate the impact of the collision
between the tool and the aircraft canopy (131.
After dissipating the impact with the force normal to the
aircraft canopy falling below the threshold value of 10 N, the
manipulator then enters into the final stage of polishing where
both motion and force are controlled with the appropriate
choice of selection matrices (as discussed in Section 3 ) . A4otion
and force control are done using Eqs. 2 to 4 with singularity handling done by Eqs. 8 to 9. Impact, force, and motion
responses are shown in Section 7.
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Friction Parameters

Modelling and compensating frictional effects can improve
the performance of robots. Friction is modeled t o include
static, kinetic (or Coulomb), and fluid friction [3]. The friction model we use is:

where fs is static friction; zs is a constant to correct static
friction due t o Stribeck Effect; fk is kinetic friction; and, k,,
is fluid friction.
Experiments are performed to identify these friction parameteis. Fluid friction is identified together with the parameters
of the inertia matrix [9]. Static and kinetic friction are derived as discussed in [lo] and 121. The identified parameters
are shown in Table 1. The torques to compensate for friction
Table 1: Friction Darameters of PURL4 560.
Link
fs
k,,, x,
fk

1
2
3
4
5

Impact Loading and Control

The mobile manipulator goes through the following 3 stages
in our polishing application. First is pure motion control on approaching the canopy, followed by impact loading control upon
contact, and finally force and motion control during contact
with the canopy.
A smooth transition from contact and non-contact state between the manipulator tool and the environment is a crucial
part in the interaction between the manipulator and the environment. Here impact loading and control is used [13].
On its first stage of approaching the aircraft canopy, a point
below the surface of canopy and along the end-effector Ze axis
is taken as the desired point to set collision scenario between
the canopy and the polishing tool. Selection matrices are a p
propriately chosen to set all the axes in motion control mode.
Force along the 2‘, is monitored thioughout the motion with
a threshold of 10 N. As the tool collides with the canopy, the
force sensor would sense a force along Ze that is way above a
preset threshold. The manipulator would then enter into the

= - kv-motzonx.
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5
5
2.5
0.3
0.2
0.2

2

2
1
0.1
0.1
0.1

1
1
1
0.05
0.05
0.05

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.1

in Eq. 11 is then added to the joint torques required t o produce
the operation force in Eq. 5 , yielding:
= JT(g) F f
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Tfrictzon.

(12)

Implementation Results

Implementation results of the aircraft canopy polishing LISing a mobile manipulator are shown here. Emphasjs on the
implementation results are focused on how well the mobile manipulator can achieve the desired normal force to the aircraft
canopy surface, with its end-effector moving in a compliant behavior as it does polishing motion around the surface of the
aircraft canopy. Disturbances are introduced to the manipulator end-effector in the form of the vibration by the active

grinding tool, and the motion of the mobile base via joystick
operation of the human operator.
Fig. 4 shows tracking errors during free motion at a maximum speed of 1.9 m/s. DPhi is the end-effector orientation
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Figure 5: Error response of the PUMA doing polishing on the
aircraft canopy with 10 N desired normal force and with Nomad
base moving
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Figure 4: Error response of the PUMA in free motion running
at a maximum speed of 1.9 m/s in Operational Space.
error expressed as,

S@ =

1
2

--(LOrF1xJorel,

+

Lore2XJ0rezd

+

Lore3xJore3d)

(13)
where OR, = [ O r e l O r e 2 O r e 3 ] and the subscript d specifies the
desired orientation equivalent,s. Position errors are shown as
X-err? Y-err, and 2-err in units of met.ers whiie orientation
errors are shown as DPhiIl], DPhi[2], and DPhi[3] in units of
radians. R4axiinum posit,ion error is along the y' axis being
0.014 m where the possible cause could be the PUMA mot.ors
saturat,ing a t its maximum velocity. Maximum orientation error around 6 @: at. around 1.16 degrees.
Fig. 5 shows the error response of the PUMA as it does its
canopy polishing task. The end-effector is running in a nonterminating sinusoidal path along its $axis at,0.15 m amplitude
and period of 5 s. The maximum position error is along the
base frame axis go at 0.12 m. The desired normal force is
more crit,ical and position errors of -this scale is tolerable in t.his
application. Maximum force error along the end-effector frame
Ze is at 4 N. We note here that the base is moved as the PUMA
is doing its polishing task. Thus, the force error reflected here
can be a measure at how well t,he mobile manipulator set.up
could maintain its desired force when doing its polishing task
with the given disturbance.
The robustness of t,he singularit,y handling algorithm presented here is test.ed by the let.ting the PURL4 polish t.he aircraft canopy as it goes in and out of the wrist. singula.rity region. Fig. 6 shows the force reading exert,ed by t.he P U M A
normal t o the aircraft canopy surface at it mo\res in and out
of the singularity region. The PUMA is set to move along it,s
Zo while going through t,he wrist singularity, as shown by the
Det.erminant, of the manipulat.or Jacobian. 10 N is specified as
t.he desired force normal to t,he canopy surface, applied as the
robot goes in and out of the singularity region. The maximum
force error reading is 3.7 N . This force error reading is lower
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compared to the force error reading in Fig. 5 because the base
is not moved in this setup to force the PUMA t o stay within
the singularity region.
Fig. 7 shows the dissipation of impact forces as the endeffector makes contact with the aircraft canopy surface. Force
is monitored as the end-effector approaches the canopy surface. And at the moment of impact, impact loading control is
done using Eq. 10. Once the impact forces are dissipated, the
PUMA then starts it polishing task. A threshold of 10 N is
used to determine the moment of impact and the dissipat.ion
of impact forces.
Firction compensation was employed according to Eq. 12
in all the results presented. It was observed that friction compensation was able to reduce maximum force tracking errors
by up t o 32%.

8

Conclusion

It has been shown in this implementation that robust simultaneous force and motion control is possible for a mobile
manipulator setup where the full dynamics of the manipulator arm is modelled while the mobile base motion is treated
as disturbance. Further work focuses in implementing a fully
integrated mobile manipulator incorporating full arm/base dynamics and control.
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